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President’s Report 
“We are a clever group of people” 
 
Mushing is a relatively small community of people within the public realm.  As a result, sometimes we 
need to get creative with the tools we need for our dog chores because there is nothing in the pet 
supply catalogs for exactly what we want.  A great example of this creativity involves scooping poo, 
of all things.  Pet supply companies sell poo scoops of various types, but try to use a flimsy aluminum 
scooper on a frozen dog pile and it will quickly bend into an unusable stump.  So for our yard, I use a 
roofing shingle scraper.  It is much more heavy-duty and is perfect for normal scooping or for 
chipping icy things as needed.  Another musher I know uses a garden hoe as his primary dog scoop.  
Another musher uses a metal driveway ice scraper.  And yet another uses a flat bladed shovel.  Each 
of us have found what works well for us, and makes for amusing times when you awkwardly try to 
use another’s implements.  And collection bins may be anything from an empty dog food bag, a 
plastic sled (to haul off to a pit), an oversized dustbin (Harry from Hawaii gets two thumbs up from 
me), or an old plastic laundry soap bucket u-bolted to a broom handle.  I love to see the innovation 
of mushers willing to make inexpensive solutions to our needs. 
 
And remember, regardless of the tool you prefer, if you scoop your yard while wearing your Ipod, 
remember to keep your mouth close and not sing along… those ice chips you create can bounce 
pretty high… 
 

Mush On! 
Dave 

TrailTrailTrailTrail    

TTTTailsailsailsails    
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Mush with PRIDE Tip of the Month – Space, Location, & Surface of your Dog Yard 
Beginner mushers are sometimes surprised by the amount of space needed for a kennel.  A dog yard for 10 
dogs will require at least 1,000 square feet of pens, or 1,450 square feet for tethers.  These figures do not 
include space needed for walkways, out buildings or other facilities. 

A dry, well-drained area makes life pleasant for both dogs and musher.  These conditions are also best for the 
dogs’ feet and for disease control.  A location both visible and audible from a house window allows you to 
enjoy the company of your animals and alerts you to problems or emergencies. 

Locating the kennel on a slight slope or on a high spot will greatly improve springtime drainage.  A low-lying 
flat area may seem perfectly dry in the summer or winter but a few weeks of standing water during spring 
thaw will make life miserable for both you and your dogs. 

In summer, shade helps keep the dogs cool, and a breezy location helps keep bugs away.  During winter, a 
sunny area that is protected from wind helps conserve the dogs’ energy.  It is best to lay out the dog yard so 
the ground is exposed to full sunlight for at least part of the day.  Direct sun (ultraviolet light) is one of the 
best natural means of controlling disease organisms.  However, you should try to provide at least one shady 
spot for each dog to retreat from the sun’s heat.  Ideally, your kennel should be located on a southern aspect 
adjacent to hardwood (deciduous) trees.  The trees will provide summer shade, and after leaf fall the winter 
sun will improve the microclimate of the kennel. 

Planning your dog yard in a way that allows you to do your chores efficiently also allows for more time to care 
for and interact with your dogs.  If you are able to run dogs directly from the yard, it’s well-worth planning a 
safe takeoff area for runs.  Some kennels are set up to allow the musher to leave from the middle of the dog 
yard to facilitate harnessing.  Other considerations include access by vehicles for loading up dogs and for 
maintenance. 

The ideal dog yard surface depends upon its location and the method of confinement.  Soil is fine in areas with 
good drainage.  However, keep in mind that soil can harbor disease organisms and therefore requires more 
diligent feces pick-up.  Soil is relatively easy to work with and is easily manipulated to meet your needs.  
Excessive silts and clays in the surface will produce a rock-hard surface when dry but will slow drainage and 
become slick and sticky when wet.  Adding sand to soil improves its ability to absorb water and also reduces 
dust. 

For wetter locations, sand, wood chips, coarse wood shavings, wooden platforms, or fine, smooth gravel less 
than ¾ inch in diameter are good surfacing alternatives.  Excessive amounts of decaying bedding material 
increases water retention and can increase the amount of fungi, mites and other organisms that may be 
harmful to your dogs.  Beware of large gravel and stones in the dog yard. If your dogs are rock-eaters, 
remove rocks larger than 1 inch from the soil.  Although many dogs swallow rocks without incident, there have 
been cases of dogs that have died from rock ingestion. 

Typical sled dogs love to dig in dirt.  Because digging is an instinctive “species typical” behavior, many 
mushers accept the extra work of filling in holes rather than trying to thwart the action.  Other mushers prefer 
to prevent digging; there are several methods of doing so.  One popular method to prevent digging is to cover 
the ground with sturdy fencing or concrete reinforcing mesh before adding the surface material.  Another 
method is to house dogs on a concrete or plywood surface.  This not only precludes digging, it also (and most 
importantly) prevents your dogs from eating rocks.  Plywood floors work well in dry climates and are softer to 
stand on than concrete.  They are also easy to clean and repair, but eventually breakdown and need 
replacement. 

The Mush with P.R.I.D.E. Guidelines Committee firmly stresses that dogs should NOT be continuously housed 
on concrete surfaces. Dogs housed on concrete should be allowed to exercise on other surfaces several hours 
each day. 
 

Mush with PRIDE is pleased to announce the release of the 3rd edition of their Sled Dog Care Guidelines 
(2009).  These revised guidelines are available on the Mush with PRIDE website at www.mushwithpride.org 
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PACFA Update – John Perry & Bruce Harper 
As many of you are aware, there is an ongoing effort to push changes in the current PACFA rules 
regarding tethering sled dogs.  On February 9, Bruce and John attended a Task Force meeting in 
Lakewood with the PACFA folks and have shared the following report with our members. 
 
The two changes that affecting dog sled people are: 

1.  “Facilities that breed, train or house Alaskan dog breeds or Alaskan breed crosses, specifically 
for the purpose of pulling dog sleds, may request the Commissioner in writing for a waiver of 
the prohibition against dog houses with chains (tethering) as a primary enclosure.  Such a 
request for waiver shall be submitted annually with each application or reapplication for 
licensure.  Granting such waiver is in the sole discretion of the Commissioner.” 
 
At the meeting, the requirement of an annual submission of a request for waiver was changed 
to a one-time request. 
 

2.  “If tethering is used, dogs shall be provided with a means to exercise off the tether for 60 
minutes every twenty-four hours.” 
 

I testified against this requirement of exercise in the summer due to the fact that these working dogs 
don’t know when to quit (slow down or crawl under a shade tree), and can become overheated from 
exercise which could ruin the dog, or even cause death. 
 
I have half of my dogs in kennels and half of them tethered, and I have observed that dogs on tether 
get more exercise, and are handled more than kenneled dogs.  Sixty minutes of exercise off tether 
every twenty-four hours is clearly unreasonable.  It is not in the best interest of the dogs physically, 
but it can result in dog fights or the chance of escape from the exercise yard which could result in 
chasing cats, deer or other wild animals. 
 
If implemented, these changes could be detrimental to both small and large kennels in the State of 
Colorado, affecting the future growth of dog sledding. 
 
ALL of the sleddog people need to drop a note to Colorado State Representative Kathleen E. 
Curry (who is sponsoring this legislation - HB 1124, The Animal Welfare Bill).  Her office is 200 E. 
Colfax, Denver CO  80203.  Her phone is (303)866-2945.  Maybe if Curry receives a snowstorm of 
mail she might think twice about what she is getting into. 
 
For those who are interested, the CMM Board of Directors has sent two letters regarding tethering 
and the proposed rule changes.  These letters can be found on the CMM website if anyone wishes to 
read them or is looking for ideas to include in their own discussions on the topic. 
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Bored, Stubborn, or Injured? – Dr. Teresa Petterson, DVM 
As we are nearing the end of the racing season, some of us and our dogs could run our training trails 
blindfolded.  Many mushers are not blessed with unlimited trails to train our dogs on and have been 
over the same trails countless times.  Just as we get bored with the same view time and time again, 
our dogs may have the same opinion.  Some are just curious enough to try another route despite our 
commands for Gee or Haw.  Obviously, at this point in the year our teams must know the route, 
unless they have a mental handicap!  However, not every dog was born to please and their curious 
nature outweighs their training.  These are not the dogs I worry about.  It is the dog that suddenly 
won’t run like he/she used to.  At the beginning of the season they were your lead dog and gradually 
have become just a mediocre runner.  Sled dogs are stoic animals and often the only sign that they 
are in pain is a slight decrease in drive. 
 
Muscle pain can be a big deterrent to run.  I know my stash of anti-inflammatories has dwindled as 
the race season has progressed.  Often a few days of rest will take care of a little muscle strain.  
However, chronic pain can cause what is called a “windup effect”.  Neurons have been firing so often 
and for so long that even the slightest touch can be painful.  These dogs need a combination of anti-
inflammatory drugs and muscle relaxants to quiet down the overactive pain receptors.  Common sled 
dog injuries include back, thigh and gluteal muscles pain from pulling, groin muscle injuries from a 
slip or front leg pain from over extension.   
 
If a few days of rest doesn’t put your star dog back in front have your veterinarian check out the 
pain.  Often there can be an underlying weakness such as spondylosis (back arthritis) that may be 
the underlying cause of the injury.  Acupuncture, chiropractic, massage therapy and stretching can 
be an adjunctive treatment to anti-inflammatories.  Remember, these dogs were born to run so if 
they don’t want to, something is wrong. 
 
 
Dr. Petterson is an active CMM member and an Associate Veterinarian at the San Juan Veterinary 
Clinic in Montrose, CO treating small animals including exotics and equine patients.  Please visit their 
website at www.sanjuanvetclinic.com for more information. 
 

    
Bigfoot makes an appearance in Mancos!    Marijean Zacha and Chena
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Healthy Musher – Sandy Schwartz 
It is important to keep the musher in shape, as well as the dogs, during sledding season (and year round, for 
that matter) to keep our strength, endurance, and flexibility so that training can be more effective.  Staying in 
shape also goes a long way to preventing injuries, whether it be from a nasty crash, or just lifting a dog 
incorrectly into a dog box.  With this in mind, we are starting an article series on how we can work on getting 
the humans into better shape so we can better keep up with the dogs! 
 
Mushers need strong, healthy backs.  Low back pain is the number one chronic pain condition in America.  It is 
very difficult to effectively treat, unless you solve the problem, which is poor core strength.  Keeping the 
middle part of your body strong will help improve your overall strength and balance. 
 
You can work on your core strength while standing on the sled runners.  Here are three exercises for you to 
work on this month while you mush.  Remember not to let go of the sled! 
 
Suck it in Exercise 

Inhale normally through your nose. 
When you exhale, suck in your low belly as if you were trying to pull it in away from your zipper.  Do 

NOT “tuck your tail between your legs” like a naughty dog. 
When you next inhale, let your belly relax slightly into your zipper, but don’t just let your belly flop out. 
Exhale just like before.  Do this 10 times. 

 
Not Your Usual Squats 

Inhale, bend your knees up to 1/3 of their range of motion.  Keep this pain free – if it hurts, you went 
too far. 

While bending your knees, stick your butt out (like you are sitting in a chair) and squeeze your sitz 
bones together.  (The sitz bones are the two little boney parts of your butt that get sore when 
sitting on hard surfaces, no matter how much “padding” you have down there.  If you sit on your 
hands, you will eventually feel them, shortly before your hand goes numb from being squashed.) 

Slowly stand up while still sticking your butt out as much as possible and squeezing your sitz bones. 
You will start to feel some muscles working on the backs of your thighs.  This is the goal.  Let your 

quads on the front of your thighs relax as much as possible. 
 
King/Queen of the World 

Stand up tall like your toughest alpha dog, chest wide open, confidently gazing ahead.   
Keep your SHOULDERS WIDE APART AND RELAXED. 
Inhale while you twist your spine to the right,  growing taller as you do this.  Do not strain.  You will 

not earn brownie points by forcing this movement.  Here’s the kicker: keep your pelvis facing 
forward...don’t let your pelvis twist. 

Exhaling while you return to center. 
Repeat same to the left. 

 
More exercises and information NEXT MONTH.  Stay tuned!  
 
Sandy Schwartz is an active CMM member who has taught Pilates 
since 1999.  
 

“I think you should have taken that gee back 
there, Dave”  (Photo by Lukas Guennel.) 
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Summary of Board Activities – Lindsey Owen 
New Faces:  Welcome to new CMM member Carol Taylor and Associate Members Anthony Taveira, Lukas 
Guennel, and Sue Grabbe! 
 

Online Discussions:   

2/3 – TC reminded the Board the teleconference is scheduled for Feb 21 and that elections are coming up.  
Also would like to discuss adding a line on the membership form as to whether applicant had ever 
been investigated with animal abuse/neglect/cruelty. 

2/4 – TC forwarded a email from Linda Hart regarding proposed changes to PACFA rules for tethering.  Dave 
suggested sending a notice to the membership.  Steve said he would personally talk to State Rep. 
Steve King. 

2/4 – Sandy queried the Board about Chelsea Standen, an underage musher who wanted to run adult 4-dog 
class at the Paw.  TC said she has run double sleds with Chelsea and could attest to her sled skills. 

2/4 – TC sent a draft letter regarding the proposed PACFA rule changes to the Board for comment. 
2/5 – Dave asked about Cedaredge insurance rider.  Steve said in the past, both CMM and RMSDC races could 

use the same permit, but this year they wanted the permit in the same name as the insurance rider.  
Next year both clubs will likely have to pay separate permit fees. 

2/8 – TC has incorporated comments from the Board and sent the letter to PACFA regarding proposed rule 
changes. 

2/8 – Jen let us know she will be on vacation and not available for the teleconf on the 21. 
2/21 – TC sent a note to the Board to review Bylaws and Race Rules and provide proposed changes by March 

15. 
2/22 – TC made motion to add the statement “Have you or any member of your household ever been 

investigated or charged for animal abuse/neglect/ cruelty? __Yes __No   If yes, please explain in 
detail and indicate if there was a conviction." To the CMM membership form as part of CMM’s 
mission to promote and foster the well being of sled dogs.  Seconded by Jolene.  Yea: Jen, Lizzy, 
Steve; No: Aaron; No response: Sandy, Lindsey 

 

Board Teleconference Meeting February 21 

Meeting called to order 7:07 pm 

Present: Dave, Jolene, Jen, TC, Steve, Lizzy 

Officer Reports 
• Pres 

o Nomination committee (Lindsey?, Sue?) – Dave will ask them. 
o Wycolo $  

� Jo Teal got a grant ($300) from the chamber of commerce, she also sent a bill for $150 for 
radio advertising and said if we pay that, we could keep the extra from the grant for the 
club. 
Lynette Kimball never paid her entry fees. 
Bad check (Al Bracket) – Dave tried to deposit it again, we will see if it goes through.  
Should we have people with a history of bad checks pay cash in the future?? 

Old Biz 
• Paw post-mortem – TC gave a brief summary.  Dave says Sandy may have significant outstanding 

costs we need to reimburse, but have not gotten list yet. 
• PACFA update – outcome from Bruce’s meeting, letters from CMM on website 

New Biz 
• Elections (VP, Treas, Race Coord, Directors) 

If any current Board member wants to run for an open position, a new Board member can be 
appointed by the president per bylaws. 
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Minutes, cont. 
• Awards (sportsmanship, achievement, kennel care, fun stuff) – if you have ideas, please send them to 

TC. 
• End of year race points – What to do with points this year with few races for each class?  Probably 

important for juniors.  Steve will go thru and look at results and see if he can come up with some 
ideas. 

• Banquet –Jen will head up banquet planning.  Steve thinks Brad Mulqueen may have a restaurant in 
Winter Park that might be a good venue.  Tentative date set for Sunday May 16.  May be able to get a 
copy of Spirit of the Wind to view. 

• Membership – TC would like to add an animal care statement to the membership form to be more 
prominent with our animal welfare policies.  CMM does not want members who do not treat their dogs 
well as members, and strives in our club goals to promote humane treatment of all animals.  Any 
prospective member who has been investigated should provide detail for the Board to discuss.  TC Will 
draft up a motion. 

• Bylaws changes – We need to update bylaws with changes in membership year voted on this fall.  Any 
other proposed changes to bylaws or race rules?  TC will send an email to the Board to review and 
submit proposed changes by March 15.  We can then ask the membership to review and comment. 

• Dillon L. asked about hosting a dryland FUNdraiser in Thornton where teams could meet up and do a 
fun run.  He suggested using it as a fundraiser (asking for $10/team to participate) for the club.  Club 
does not really need to fundraise at this point.  If it is just a gathering of mushers, we don’t need 
insurance, if a “event” where money is involved, we need insurance.  TC will get back to Dillon. 

• Snowmobile sticker – we sent double applications (Jen sent form, Steve applied directly), we have the 
form, but it says VIN number is incorrect.  Not sure if this was from Steve’s application or duplicate.  
Jen sent a VIN number in – we need to double check.  If it matches, we can ignore the letter, if not, 
we will have to figure it out. 

• Club patches are MIA.  TC remembers seeing them in the purple race bib container at the Paw, but 
they may have been moved.  Steve will go through the race box when the weather is better. 

• Jen says several CMM mushers did not go to Paw because they went to Casper instead.  Sandy tried to 
coordinate with RMSDC, other local events, and Mancos schedule, but Casper race was not on website 
until after CMM schedule was set.  Jen will contact Pam to try to coordinate Casper dates with the Paw 
race. 

Action Items 
DAVE will ask Lindsey and Sue if they would be willing to serve on the Nomination Committee 
STEVE will go through the race results and brainstorm ideas for year-end points. 
JEN will head up the Banquet planning. 
STEVE will check to see if Brad Mulqueen has a restaurant in Winter Park and email the info to Jen. 
TC will draft up a motion for adding a animal care statement to the membership form and send it to the Board 
for voting. 
TC will send a note to the Board for input into Bylaws/Race Rules proposed changes to be submitted by March 
15. 
STEVE will check the snowmobile VIN number. 
STEVE will go through the race trailer and try to find the CMM Patches. 
JEN will work with Pam to coordinate the Casper and Paw races. 

Adjourned 8:02 pm 

 
Next board meeting will be held at 7:00 pm on Sunday March 28 by Teleconference. 
Current CMM members are welcome and invited to attend.  Please contact a Board Member for 
details. 
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Race Notes – Steve Bethka 
2009-2010 Race Schedule 

 
  Sprint Classes Mid-Distance Classes 

Date Event/Location (RO) Sportsman
* 

Skijor
* 

4-dog* 6-dog* 8-dog* 6-mid* 10-mid* Open
* 

Sept 18-
20, 2009 

Fall Campout/Casper Mtn, WY 
(Pam Dunn) 

        

Nov 14-
15, 2009 

Dryland Race/Buena Vista, CO (TC 
Wait) 

Canicross 1.5 or 3 mi, bike/scooter/cart 3 mi 

Dec 12-
13, 2009 

Cedaredge Challenge/Grand Mesa, 
CO (Steve Bethka) 

4 4 4 6 8 12 12  

Jan 9-
10, 2010 

Defiance Sprints/Glenwood 
Springs, CO (Aaron Natoniewski) 

4 4 4 7 7    

Jan 16-
17, 2010 

Wycolo/Laramie, WY  
(Pam Dunn) 

2   12 12 18 18 32^ 

Feb 13-
14, 2010 

La Plata Paw`/Mancos, CO (Sandy 
Schwartz) 

1 4 4 6 8 12-18 12-18 30^ 

March 
20-21 
2010 

Overnight Fun Run 
(TC Wait/Dave Wurts) 

        

  *Estimated daily mileage for each class. 
^The Open course will only be offered if there is adequate interest in running it. 
`There will also be a Freight Race 5 miles, 6 dogs max. 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Other non-CMM event dates to note: 
 
March 6 2010 – Iditarod start in Anchorage, AK (www.iditarod.com) 
March 6-7 2010 – RMSDC Leadville (www.rmsdc.com)  
 
 

Announcements 
Race Organizers Needed:  Have an idea for a fun CMM race or event?  Step forward and volunteer to 

organize it for next year!  Now is a great time to approach local communities about having an 
event in their area, finding good locations for trails, and starting to think about permits for next 
year.  Without our wonderful race organizers, CMM cannot host races, so the more the merrier!  
Let’s hear your ideas and get working on them!  Contact Race Coordinator Steve Bethka for 
more info. 

 
Nominations Time:  It is that time of year to 

start thinking about people who might do a 
good job serving the club for the next 
election cycle.  Lindsey Owen has agreed 
to head up the Nomination Committee, so if 
you have ideas for Board Members (or want 
to self-nominate) or want to nominate 
someone for a year-end award, please let her 
know or send an email to the club email 
(colomtnmushers@yahoo.com).  
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Race Results  
La Plata Paw (February 13-14) 

EventEventEventEvent    MusherMusherMusherMusher    SaturdaySaturdaySaturdaySaturday    SundaySundaySundaySunday    CombinedCombinedCombinedCombined    PlacePlacePlacePlace    mphmphmphmph    

Sled 6Sled 6Sled 6Sled 6----dog (18dog (18dog (18dog (18----Mile)Mile)Mile)Mile)    C. Hansen 1:39:46 1:40:48 3:20:34 1 10.77 

Sled 10Sled 10Sled 10Sled 10----dog (18dog (18dog (18dog (18----mile)mile)mile)mile)    M. Hatch 1:56:13 2:15:54 4:12:07 1 8.57 

Sled 8Sled 8Sled 8Sled 8----Dog (8Dog (8Dog (8Dog (8----Mile)Mile)Mile)Mile)    C. Odegaard 0:29:15 0:30:16 0:59:31 1 16.13 

        B Harper 0:39:22 0:42:41 1:22:03 2 11.70 

        D Wurts 0:46:52 0:50:49 1:37:41 3 9.83 

        W Widener 0:37:18 DNR - -   

        D Benson** 0:48:28 0:47:07 - -   

Sled 6Sled 6Sled 6Sled 6----Dog (6Dog (6Dog (6Dog (6----Mile)Mile)Mile)Mile)    C Odegaard 0:22:40 0:22:54 0:45:34 1 15.80 

        M Schwartz 0:32:57 0:33:06 1:06:03 2 10.90 

Sled 4Sled 4Sled 4Sled 4----Dog (4Dog (4Dog (4Dog (4----Mile)Mile)Mile)Mile)    J Yates 0:16:04 0:15:02 0:31:06 1 15.43 

        C Odegaard 0:15:46 0:16:49 0:32:35 2 14.73 

        C Standen 0:21:19 0:22:03 0:43:22 3 11.07 

        J Dickenson 0:31:52 0:31:08 1:03:00 4 7.62 

        L Guennel 0:36:51 0:26:49 1:03:40 5 7.54 

        J Wait 0:35:51 0:36:48 1:12:39 6 6.61 

        M Dudley 0:37:11 0:35:32 1:12:43 7 6.60 

Sportsman Sled (1Sportsman Sled (1Sportsman Sled (1Sportsman Sled (1----Mile)Mile)Mile)Mile)    E Hanson 0:08:38 0:08:01 0:16:39 1 7.21 

        E Lopez 0:09:45 0:08:30 0:18:15 2 6.58 

        V Goodnight 0:13:11 0:14:18 0:27:29 3 4.37 

        B Headley 0:18:47 0:16:25 0:35:12 4 3.41 

        S Grabbe 0:20:52 DNR - -   

Skijor (3Skijor (3Skijor (3Skijor (3----Mile)Mile)Mile)Mile)    J Sites 0:18:32 0:18:27 0:36:59 1 9.73 

        S Bethka 0:18:29 0:18:52 0:37:21 2 9.64 

        T Petterson 0:20:35 0:20:44 0:41:19 3 8.71 

        T Bethka DNF 0:17:50 - -   

        J Martin 0:25:55 DNR - -   

Sportsman Skijor (1Sportsman Skijor (1Sportsman Skijor (1Sportsman Skijor (1----Mile)Mile)Mile)Mile)    R Lunders 0:13:01 0:12:08 0:25:09 1 4.77 

CaniCaniCaniCani----Cross (3Cross (3Cross (3Cross (3----Mile)Mile)Mile)Mile)    C Hansen 0:40:58 0:43:16 1:24:14 1 4.27 

        S Lebs 1:03:13 1:00:56 2:04:09 2 2.90 

Sportsman CaniSportsman CaniSportsman CaniSportsman Cani----Cross (1Cross (1Cross (1Cross (1----Mile)Mile)Mile)Mile)    A Taveira 0:12:38 0:10:53 0:23:31 1 5.10 

        D Brown 0:17:25 0:16:15 0:33:40 2 3.56 

        C Taylor 0:23:58 0:23:04 0:47:02 3 2.55 

        V Goodnight 0:21:03 DNR - -   

        B Headley 0:22:53 DNR - -   

Saturday, warm and sunny.  Sunday Warmer and sunnier. 

**3-DOG SKIJOR ON 8-MILE COURSE 
   

 
Linda Feith and Kaylan Wait help Judy Wait to the start line (photo by TC Wait). 
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5th Annual CMM Fun Run/Overnight Adventure 
 

March 20-21, 2010 
Columbine, CO 

 

Explore a new area, check out some new trails, overnight with your team.  If winter camping is not your style, 
there are cabins nearby that welcome mushers.  Call Columbine Cabins for information and reservations for 
the cabins:  970-879-5522 (http://www.cabinsincolumbine.com/).  Please bring your own equipment and 
food! 

 

Directions from Steamboat Springs:  (about 1 hr north of Steamboat Springs, 4.5 hrs from Denver) 
From US-40 in Steamboat, turn north on Elk River Road (becomes CR 129).  There is a traffic light and a 7-11 
at the intersection.  Follow about 30 miles through the towns of Clark and Hahn’s Peak.  The Columbine 
Cabins are on the left (west) side of the road and the trailhead is just north of the cabins. 

 
 

What to expect:  an adventure and a good time.  We will be on snowmobile trails for the most part.  Snow 
conditions may vary at this time of the year, so be prepared.  Distance will depend on who joins us. 
 

What to bring:  shelter (tent, tarp, sleeping bag, etc.), weather appropriate clothing, personal stuff, picket line 
& extra rope for dogs, food/snacks for you and dogs, cook stove/method for melting snow for water, dog 
bowls, snowshoes, repair kit for sled/harnesses, first aid kit, hatchet, head lamp, water bottle/thermos, 
anything else that would make you or your team comfortable.  Make sure you know how to use your 
equipment BEFORE the trip! 
 

If you are interested in joining us, please contact TC Wait or Dave Wurts for further details (303-697-4486) or 
tcwait@yahoo.com.  
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CMM Nomination Form 2010 
 

Please return to CMM: PO Box 476, Conifer, CO 80433 by MARCH 15, 2010 
Nominations may also be emailed to colomtnmushers@yahoo.com 

 
Remember – the more nominees we receive, the greater choice the CMM membership will have for elections.  
These are the folks that will be leading the club for the next 1-2 years.  And feel free to self-nominate too!!! 
 

Board of Directors: 
Vice President (2-year term): __________________ 
 
Treasurer (2-year term): _____________________ 
 
Race Coordinator (2-year term): _______________ 

Director (1-year term): ______________________ 
 
Director (1-year term): ______________________ 
 
Director (1-year term): ______________________ 

 

Special Awards: Please provide as much info as you can about your nominations (name/reason) 
Outstanding Dog Care Award: 
 
 
 
Sportsmanship Award: 
 
 
 
Achievement Award: 
 
 
 
Outstanding Mentor: 
 
 
 
Fun Awards: Please feel free to “nominate” any member(s) for a fun award of your choice.  Best donation?  
Outstanding Trail Help?  Most outrageous sunglasses?  Best Landing?  Best canicross-snowshoe gait?  Most 
likely to break a sled?  (You get the idea…) 
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Annual Membership Application 
 
Membership includes subscription to “TRAILS TAILS” Newsletter 
 
Date____________________  Membership Type:  New_____  Renewal_____ 
Associate ____ $15.00         Individual____$25.00         Family____$35.00         Business____ $80.00 
 
Optional:  I would like to make a donation of $__________ to Colorado Mountain Mushers. 
 
Full Name_______________________________________  Spouse/Partner____________________________________ 
 
Address__________________________________________ City_____________________ State________ Zip________ 
 
Phone______________________________________ Email_________________________________________________ 
 
Permission to use photos of you and your dogs for club publicity?  (Circle one)         YES     NO 
 
Signature of Applicant(s)_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of parent (if applicant under 18)________________________________________________________________ 
 
AGREEMENT:  I agree to abide by official rules governing each CMM event.  I agree not to hold Colorado Mountain Mushers or its officers, RGOs, race organizers, race vets, or its 
agents, sponsors or property owners/agencies liable for any injury or accident which may occur during a CMM event.  I further attest that my dogs are in good health, have received all 
vaccinations required by state law, and are physically prepared for each event in which I participate.  I will be solely responsible for the conduct and safety of my dogs, handlers, and 
family members at CMM events.  Membership and election voting rights run September 1st through August 31 of the following year.  Please make checks payable to COLORADO 

MOUNTAIN MUSHERS and send the application and payment to CMM PO Box 476 Conifer, CO  80433 


